
1
What is a persuasive essay that attacks or defends 

certain aspects of human nature?
1 Commonplace Essay

2
What is a technique used when an actor in a play 

speaks to himself out loud?
2 Soliloquy

3 What is a symbol? 3
anything that stands for or 

represents something else

4

In Apollo and Daphne, Orpheus and Eurydice, 

Narcissus and Echo, and Pygmalion and Galatea, 

what is the central theme for all four Greek myths?

4 love

5
Why was Julius Caesar killed by his fellow Senate 

members?
5

he was becoming too powerful 

and arrogant

6 What were Julius Caesar’s last words? 6
Et tu, Brute? Then fall 

Caeasar

7 Who is the main hero of The Iliad? 7 Achilles

8
In The Odyssey which god is responsible for keeping 

Odysseus away from his homeland?
8 Poseidon

9
In The Odyssey what is Odysseus’s disguise when 

he returns to Ithaca to claim his kingdom?
9 beggar

10

What do we call an extended narrative poem 

recounting actions, travels, adventures, and heroic 

episodes?

10 an epic poem

11
Which region of the world is the birthplace to the 

religions Judaism, Christianity, and Islam?
11 Middle East

12
What are two famous deserts found in the Middle 

East region?
12 Sahara and Arabian

13 Which religion is centered around the Torah? 13 Judaism

14
Who are the three most famous Ancient Greek 

philosophers?
14 Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle

15
What is the name of the time period, following the leadership 

of Pericles, in which Greece prospered?
15 The Golden Age

16
Which two civilizations fought against each other in 

the Punic Wars?
16 Rome versus Carthage

17
What was the name given to the time period after Augustus 

Caesar’s successful reign of Rome?
17 Pax Romana

18 What is Enlightenment? 18 Faith in science and reason

19
Which Englightenement thinker is realated to the 

phrase, "I think, therefore I am"?
19 Rene Descartes

20
Which Enlightenment thinker served as a US 

diplomat to France?
20 Benjamin Franklin

21
Who were the hated king and queen during the 

French Revolution?
21

Louis XVI and Marie 

Antoinette

22
Which crowned emperor rebuilt the French Empire by 

copying elements of the Roman Empire?
22 Napoleon Bonaparte

23 What is Romanticism? 23
emphasis on emotion and 

imagination
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24
The Caribbean, Central America, Mexico and South 

America are regions to what part of the world?
24 Latin America

25 What is the largest country in South America? 25 Brazil

26
What do we call a narrow strip of land that joins two 

larger bodies of land?
26 an isthmus

27 What is the formula for area of a triangle? 27 A=bh/2

28 What is the formula for circumference of a circle? 28
C= 3.14 x diameter (pi times 

diameter)

29 How do you solve…2x + 3 = 9? 29
Subtract 3 from both sides, 

then divide by 2

30 How many degrees are in an acute angle? 30 Less than 90 degrees

31 How many feet are in a mile? 31 5,280 feet per mile

32
Why is maintaining homeostasis important to an 

organism?
32

It ensures that an organism 

can function.

33 What basic substances make up a cell? 33
nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, 

and carbohydrates

34 What are the two main phases of the cell cycle? 34 Interphase and Mitotic phase

35 What systems help the body move? 35
The skeletal systema nd 

muscular system

36
In your blood, what carries oxygen to all parts of the 

body?
36 red blood cells

37 In your blood, what fights disease? 37 white blood cells

38
Which saying means…Every member supports the group, 

and the group supports every member?
38 All for one and one for all

39
Which saying means…Someone who helps you 

when you are in difficult times is a real friend?
39

A friend in need is a friend 

indeed

40
Which saying means…When people really need 

something, they will think of a way to get it?
40

Necessity is the mother of 

invention

41
Which saying means…Sometimes the things that happen in real life 

are stranger than the things that take place in imaginary stories?
41 Truth is stranger than fiction

42
Which saying means…It takes a long time to achieve 

anything worthwhile?
42 Rome wasn't built in a day

43 What is the meaning of the Latin root ante? 43 before

44 What is the meaning of the Latin root post? 44 after

45 What is the meaning of the Latin root vita? 45 life

46 To which musical period did Bach belong? 46 Baroque

47 What are the six vocal ranges? 47
Soprano, mezzo-soprano, alto, 

tenor, baritone, and bass

48
In chronological order which musical period comes 

after Baroque?
48 Classical

49
Which chamber ensemble is composed of two 

violins, one viola, and one cello?
49 A string quartet

50
Which composer bridged the Classical and Romantic 

periods?  
50 Beethoven
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46 Say "gloves" in Spanish 46 Los Guantes

47 Say "ring" in Spanish 47 El anillo

48 Say "store" in Spanish 48 La tienda

49 Say "blouse" in Spanish 49 La blusa

50 Say "city" in Spanish 50 La ciudad
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